
Tournament rules for RIG 2022

Attendance is required at least 30 minutes before games begin and to get a 
pass from the tournament committee

Tournament attire

Desirable clothing Undesirable clothing
Dark pants Blue jeans

Polo shirt with collar Ripped clothing

Shoes Shorts

Sandals - Unless for medical reasons

Headgear - Unless for religious reasons

Ear equipment - Unless for medical reasons

Code of conduct

Disagreements

If any disagreements come up during a game, the tournament committee shall be called in to weigh 
on the matter and decide a ruling based on the rules of WDF and IPS.

If an individual is conspicuously intoxicated, the tournament committee reserves the right to expel 
the individual from the venue. This includes both competitors and the audience at the tournament.

Markers Code

In a game

The marker shall face forward and only speak when spoken to during a game.

The marker can not input the scores of a game in a middle of a throw, unless the competitor asks him 
to.

Only a marker can calculate the score. If the competitor removes his darts from the board before the 
marker can complete the calculation, the score of 0 shall be input for that throw.

After a game

The marker shall write the status of the game on the Round Robin sheet after the end of the game.

In general

In the competitions hall

Water will be offered for competitors in the competition hall

All food, soft drinks, coffee drinks, energy drinks or alcoholic beverages are prohibited in the 
competition hall, only water that will be available for competitors in the competition hall is allowed.

Outside the competitions hall

Bullseye food and beverages may be purchased outside the competition hall.

Smoking is only allowed outside of Bullseye.

It is not permitted to use vape, oral tobacco, snuff, nicotine pads or the like in the competition hall.


